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Introduction

Hacken OÜ (Consultant) was contracted by mStable (Customer) to conduct a
Smart Contract Code Review and Security Analysis. This report presents the
findings of the security assessment of the Customer's smart contracts.

Scope

The scope of the project is smart contracts in the repository:

Initial review scope
Repository:

https://github.com/mstable/metavaults
Commit:

80bce38d5b3be18c94c104539e8bade5dfbe2b6f
Documentation:

Technical description

Functional requirements

Integration and Unit Tests: Yes
Deployed Contracts Addresses: -
Contracts:

File: ./contracts/interfaces/IDexSwap.sol
SHA3: 3b9db1aa3fb662e65d7bce48ef755770d72b1d082bfc75aeb8e142e2fcf156ce

File: ./contracts/interfaces/IERC20WithCheckpointing.sol
SHA3: 08af19369b954ee63a9200eb24ecf1b5f2d3c5c785315514ccd03b09076731c2

File: ./contracts/interfaces/IERC4626Vault.sol
SHA3: 51cc4c03436934104a7c69f665c80d854bc1ba74f9d651d5ca6d4ceb4e99c9fd

File: ./contracts/interfaces/ILiquidatorVault.sol
SHA3: bf642b52e2b9bf25270e3e6b19f681004c9dbbb39ba6c5277c8c6757a300e2c7

File: ./contracts/interfaces/INexus.sol
SHA3: 89516a4c3efe6e9bdbf09a47746cac043e952db0facb6df62293df0b92fba1dc

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Convex/IConvexBooster.sol
SHA3: 850bd3043780618b10e556454ff923d20ae5d03220b069bc8b3ff35cadd70047

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Convex/IConvexRewardsPool.sol
SHA3: 2ced2722d6a4797dab76393f250080f54235c93169455bf78deb2c519e4b7efb

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Convex/ICvxLocker.sol
SHA3: 1a8a92f156431e1055bfcc517dfd911a3f47eb40e1461fa978e7892ea46c1896

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Cowswap/CowSwapSeller.sol
SHA3: 0797d28b48e1b967177f5acf50eb4e8b864c601eb128eebede7435044d14e535

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Cowswap/ICowSettlement.sol
SHA3: 243725cad95c8c582ff4ef4874d517b73aec2104aef1ae708f62b8e310658221

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/Curve3CrvFactoryMetapoolCalculator.sol
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SHA3: 24d307db0cf25472e85d03ca1ae4d0a48be9cd14839088c9265927ab4d7ad1d1

File:
./contracts/peripheral/Curve/Curve3CrvFactoryMetapoolCalculatorLibrary.sol

SHA3: 2b8e34e19a401930af69310a27deefdb4cbfc7555740ad7c9dff665ed6cd0945

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/Curve3CrvMetapoolCalculator.sol
SHA3: 8e9d1ebe2fdbeb5973333bf6db8c5f3035b3c78d9cc30b646f8f332b00619bfe

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/Curve3CrvMetapoolCalculatorLibrary.sol
SHA3: de29a7b62f3f7027a2707f0b6f1e13eb4bd43de22a5f094b4b537ba9836fca86

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/Curve3PoolCalculator.sol
SHA3: 2cdf269af9f5e07640793f7d56556e6bc5780c5e6e1a3d234978673c0fd0e22b

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/Curve3PoolCalculatorLibrary.sol
SHA3: 25ff18f1a330e3af631cdd9b4367a686124d8d2c0da3363a19bfbc660c670d1b

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/ICurve3Pool.sol
SHA3: 6dc6de6b7cb433ebe743cab5ba7b26e32c63f62a6aed83bda835da98b15a04ad

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/ICurveAddressProvider.sol
SHA3: 480fd153e591e7156d33782e1b00be2275d2d4c8c192765b2c27c4afd33a108d

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/ICurveFraxBP.sol
SHA3: c6a6aa30470c994d072f819baf42485cd69e4956ad65eebae470365e3ca68d6d

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/ICurveMetapool.sol
SHA3: db648284b9ba2e8912f720b1316ff677b23fd5cf948bb40ea347a32401babe58

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/ICurveRegistryContract.sol
SHA3: c5efa1b25f8a42f3fba0b9792e084bcf31e50716fd88d8a4b46b22aea7006cb3

File: ./contracts/peripheral/OneInch/AggregationRouterV4.sol
SHA3: 26442a2ed6f0b5a49aaf9887cb57a27bcfbec44835b7025e3844e4ba6a97e356

File: ./contracts/shared/ImmutableModule.sol
SHA3: 42f2e8b95585d3d4783efa9a65937aeef0e7816f0798155f8cbf7e59c024176d

File: ./contracts/shared/InitializableReentrancyGuard.sol
SHA3: 85a1b2b0e4e6ea9c70380ca24bf17b3bfef2642ff97ced9307c01e96fd0a0441

File: ./contracts/shared/VaultManagerRole.sol
SHA3: aa0d7b07400c7518e4f99665cc7892cb64e1ef057a15f1457e46c378bc952819

File: ./contracts/tokens/AbstractToken.sol
SHA3: c5bbd8722a296f8ea7768d2b3155a15f4662b7aa998ad41feff5cd0de5cfa495

File: ./contracts/tokens/InitializableToken.sol
SHA3: 97027fb4d51469cec3773941bc2e6dc96ab828b1568bb60f01dae12190f5cf71

File: ./contracts/tokens/InitializableTokenDetails.sol
SHA3: 669fba51068d2dcaad9ae5f28042c9d0e2e3769d08f0ebd8a8870a5d80fa0ae4

File: ./contracts/vault/AbstractVault.sol
SHA3: d0461a146abdf18b16c13ecdfcb30ce9d949594e219ca3a6ecd70224f33bb42e

File: ./contracts/vault/allocate/AssetPerShareAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: 3675a4933fb519ce7668c0218cd6e1f3249c68249225fb7e9e692e0a811ae814
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File: ./contracts/vault/allocate/PeriodicAllocationAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: 3230189234e7b814b52688e684e10cf9b92e7e693ba052e4bc774f543205cb86

File: ./contracts/vault/allocate/PeriodicAllocationBasicVault.sol
SHA3: 330c1c70cda4fc6ac7396c6aa573bf98920338027bcacfc67a02380c15e5a098

File: ./contracts/vault/allocate/SameAssetUnderlyingsAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: 457924f9692698a4a8c1cde629663de49450e8fb353d643bc4ea446b25ce2372

File: ./contracts/vault/allocate/SameAssetUnderlyingsBasicVault.sol
SHA3: 0d7bff8ebd7e582158a2f48df6af9c131e463e4bb165b0856d191f62c458c767

File: ./contracts/vault/BasicVault.sol
SHA3: 7665211064ce76d9cfa7d45ada5f9de6fc268c38b0d9aad4536ebb5a9e49def4

File: ./contracts/vault/fee/FeeAdminAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: 4e76397000593379b75c4a5f1542cebc958d2912c1984c015bdfa9df84eb9908

File: ./contracts/vault/fee/PerfFeeAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: f0d100d3a651fb5739f5074509ae55c9a6d511fd53f175aeaa532490f454d23e

File: ./contracts/vault/fee/PerfFeeBasicVault.sol
SHA3: e29061b7508659137eb8365fa431bc10875e1c67fcf2029db91b517f9d24431f

File: ./contracts/vault/LightAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: 169a3077b4afbd662be71ef0d4cc9ff217d7742fe94ff6f7f1e8ee9d32851943

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/Liquidator.sol
SHA3: f413697edf1c4f10a710310fc39c36d5e1c576dda28edb45877aa3b5ebc2c6a5

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: fb3fe7487cd56e9275ced711c30006498677359e64ae63fb599775515691bd83

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorBasicVault.sol
SHA3: 37d88113691d89b566d4892bfc9e5ee755c5cd605661d8667ba5154e9974cc44

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorStreamAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: f4058542512feec4d215cb6ba5fcc4600b1050a133dafd1515d7c22b75213004

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorStreamBasicVault.sol
SHA3: 73c70ddaebede7da822cc52bd73cb653bfc5087ef088c02368a67b182281c0aa

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorStreamFeeAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: d413e33f8d884173fa40077b23938b48ee4c17c24f4967491efe96b1c5973c01

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorStreamFeeBasicVault.sol
SHA3: 68156af1a0c182d42bf3fe99d0d0dee2d12ef4c19d6849f8d771840b2e85a2e1

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidity/AbstractSlippage.sol
SHA3: b2a7ff218480e9199fbc78daae4dec48dcc3cf77648f4a4370ce1693f469946d

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidity/BasicSlippage.sol
SHA3: 9582e379ea49506cae84081dd031c116b0b13e0af5a95cec2b0679eadabc482b

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidity/convex/Convex3CrvAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: 4930b8446f563feea9af89278f24ff7834d74e696fc83ef854e54bb40a71942d

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidity/convex/Convex3CrvBasicVault.sol
SHA3: f377cfe7b96eaf5715790a3774561409988968f3bdce239bca21fd0f1d61dc7f
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File: ./contracts/vault/liquidity/convex/Convex3CrvLiquidatorVault.sol
SHA3: 810732b1b4446a8eef5db1a07bb0acbb2602cba10a1ea10383d815afe0a9f5bc

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidity/curve/Curve3CrvAbstractMetaVault.sol
SHA3: 6fe2b6572f20cfc023866bb7c6b0580082211a4b545a85452cb9d9cdcf621275

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidity/curve/Curve3CrvBasicMetaVault.sol
SHA3: 2ef48b3771271d8c2a28fffae3e4901d578b4cfdd19536a64c9236e3c968437d

File: ./contracts/vault/meta/PeriodicAllocationPerfFeeMetaVault.sol
SHA3: b8121f5d0e831cf95e1db81390797064dba905bd72be7ab095675031581e9ebd

File: ./contracts/vault/swap/BasicDexSwap.sol
SHA3: 06eb4470d9a3fb0c6e3346d3bd5d6e4aa5dd1f44fbaafc3b46fdb5d1b0ab99e3

File: ./contracts/vault/swap/CowSwapDex.sol
SHA3: 7db25e81cd05e5f73b6c6b55e93152aa2461ecc808c9a3ff4ec40fa4a040748e

File: ./contracts/vault/swap/OneInchDexSwap.sol
SHA3: 5ce9948c92779e449e76e9691cafa38e373d023f112495ac1b9b30683b4c7b58

Second review scope
Repository:

https://github.com/mstable/metavaults
Commit:

f3e5b18ad894e9639f1eeec5304efa6ff73e84e0
Documentation:

Technical description

Functional requirements

Integration and Unit Tests: Yes
Deployed Contracts Addresses: -
Contracts:

File: ./contracts/interfaces/IDexSwap.sol
SHA3: 7182b5620f1ae3b6c4f4cb301987a37137c650c0ef9f70a8b3bc7623f84c6688

File: ./contracts/interfaces/IERC20WithCheckpointing.sol
SHA3: 08af19369b954ee63a9200eb24ecf1b5f2d3c5c785315514ccd03b09076731c2

File: ./contracts/interfaces/IERC4626Vault.sol
SHA3: dd2ae86f6365d3b69db6352ff259027aa877bbc63ae6064f87db13beb90d5556

File: ./contracts/interfaces/ILiquidatorVault.sol
SHA3: c6f5bc90d24b6b93152db6d8f5f5f1aeacaf44dde310ea0c45de36d91d2d4ef6

File: ./contracts/interfaces/INexus.sol
SHA3: 3554ba34600ab6c3f501909afbef530cc111ff4bb08d2abee967ce4f6be68257

File: ./contracts/nexus/Nexus.sol
SHA3: 20f006cd4dc3c3b3c9807bfaeb3cb4bfcb490bd54728246979e1b983debdedba

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Convex/IConvexBooster.sol
SHA3: ddced2b45db69d269fdb36cb22090a6d553164c98384ab56f24f28c83b1dd7da

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Convex/IConvexRewardsPool.sol
SHA3: e2fadeaa4c8a81bd4bea9477e097e13b3fb37f7a1bd7d38d41420b540e5a9213
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File: ./contracts/peripheral/Convex/ICvxLocker.sol
SHA3: 7b420b21ea349f221914dfd7a8abc5e98854c4455136a49cff2c56699e48fca9

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Cowswap/CowSwapSeller.sol
SHA3: 91089dd2d1e0a639f393c67628f048d2d3060dc0c8a24825eaabee515dded599

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Cowswap/ICowSettlement.sol
SHA3: db491b3726b8919d66f429b263158a98e6149317599b4ad1520195e9022de43f

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/Curve3CrvFactoryMetapoolCalculator.sol
SHA3: 4b19b1b296f180855800e56392649c11bac37445b9d67a5270cc7521cc3ad5ad

File:
./contracts/peripheral/Curve/Curve3CrvFactoryMetapoolCalculatorLibrary.sol

SHA3: dd36517423f66777b08861f134a32d9b2d2963833e1d428a8b4c6843eeedfc0a

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/Curve3CrvMetapoolCalculator.sol
SHA3: 1856058a6859b6db0008a5f2a4112c134a052307b70a85e0a539bcccb91b1c07

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/Curve3CrvMetapoolCalculatorLibrary.sol
SHA3: 75f1301a726b3c7da880dc56178f7ea44619523d476a570830d87811cd406a58

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/Curve3PoolCalculator.sol
SHA3: 9b57c1783de91de0fce0a1547ada637a972bfd5f04eed48dff0429c3fadd22c1

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/Curve3PoolCalculatorLibrary.sol
SHA3: 74e44b289fad782edd7a8120dd41d0b027418e2da172996f9bad5a4cba8d73fa

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/ICurve3Pool.sol
SHA3: 932932236ed8c9a8465a3e572231a35c87d734c13f6b6c092d640a6b0d7db50d

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/ICurveAddressProvider.sol
SHA3: 9efa7b641fa0de678fa626147253521255dd35695f0e7ac82cd9217f5c88bdef

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/ICurveFraxBP.sol
SHA3: eec83603deb2600f98b6a91eb0c0fe1b813bdcb0ab376bfa426db9aa57c75f5f

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/ICurveMetapool.sol
SHA3: 3ace46a55fa715399dd5928bcca79a7cdd25b1a4f0b0afe4c1a7b3bb08318a13

File: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/ICurveRegistryContract.sol
SHA3: bdb2b725b3e996818f1008846c25fd571612c9012d2612c4bf0a0f9642b28cbb

File: ./contracts/peripheral/OneInch/IAggregationRouterV4.sol
SHA3: 89a35ca026564fb28cde3362628df829e343a473c406f97dce318d101ad72eeb

File: ./contracts/shared/ImmutableModule.sol
SHA3: ef017e99561969867294d9fbc8e8bddbbbcfdbd69888193149229b9dbc762541

File: ./contracts/shared/InitializableReentrancyGuard.sol
SHA3: 2f2fca64c68fd2e6538c218f1d01cd420c3e4edf9185c45fa4ac44e6e264b78d

File: ./contracts/shared/VaultManagerRole.sol
SHA3: 467dc135f35f780adf66e8c83e7c61e15295e5cd3eb382f2b365d6f8e19776d7

File: ./contracts/tokens/AbstractToken.sol
SHA3: 5ae2c9523dc73960a78535e0859fb0e6780d694fbf78c039d3f9db2f7dcbb4f1

File: ./contracts/tokens/InitializableToken.sol
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SHA3: 0783d8a3d02f237a434495eb5f661d7f5f1a90265830c9a7e13824e8fe08c4a6

File: ./contracts/tokens/InitializableTokenDetails.sol
SHA3: 5081ab2eff21cdb3766153aef0be8612c585b65e9eb96826b9c6bdbac8aedb22

File: ./contracts/upgradability/DelayedProxyAdmin.sol
SHA3: 226ac57ba41aeea0c1bd638b1e03eabc6361dab816ba4edfb4d9d09b56833ef5

File: ./contracts/upgradability/InstantProxyAdmin.sol
SHA3: 703cf07cddf5ae41a5d1a6cdad9f70eca2f4a4d6c873c6082cd023ccd2b0e39b

File: ./contracts/upgradability/Proxies.sol
SHA3: 596315e682c3d2f4a4e6c6d4a106a0ebdd639f27a501cc9829275ee3374a41fe

File: ./contracts/vault/AbstractVault.sol
SHA3: b4dd934026d62afc4c55bc61efe56114a52588fdd1d9f3c941a8394ac8358a30

File: ./contracts/vault/allocate/AssetPerShareAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: 5b4d80723a46c59a545ff9878fed6610ca6e5aae02e88d88ba2f23a4d5bfd9a3

File: ./contracts/vault/allocate/PeriodicAllocationAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: d9499baa135b3a4e2ccca335e2b62b5e743b867d23384f47b99de774eda03239

File: ./contracts/vault/allocate/PeriodicAllocationBasicVault.sol
SHA3: f20c2a9e4c77028ca4354ed3598f0a340b4d7cd3232d4664a8c28497be98bb43

File: ./contracts/vault/allocate/SameAssetUnderlyingsAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: 532a724d2b56fe69d9bb143e1d7c9f8ae0e584644bc40274b67b6237d8c33b81

File: ./contracts/vault/allocate/SameAssetUnderlyingsBasicVault.sol
SHA3: 80d99d53366a269429c6a95afdea26f1b991b025b6d1cc2456c892b64a1c892b

File: ./contracts/vault/BasicVault.sol
SHA3: 95d580cdd8b02e463c262bb983595c5545e10fb1b0cdf86879ae5ba45cac6e4e

File: ./contracts/vault/fee/FeeAdminAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: b1f823c02f232e906e6b37acfb201849adc5f5a5fc82f2e6a024369c738eeaf7

File: ./contracts/vault/fee/PerfFeeAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: 565f2dbc54e8c958eee651edf0c9abdf5cddfc69a5ba32e4a0517a833adfa074

File: ./contracts/vault/fee/PerfFeeBasicVault.sol
SHA3: 69a58aca76253875b0f639c5419357f50e27cbe6bd73fe180e05285762c82879

File: ./contracts/vault/LightAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: 73d693db5538ecace17145919f8b18436f7db6dd70dd7fafca13d79e072fee86

File: ./contracts/vault/LightBasicVault.sol
SHA3: 79688bf7a63202bd6afcae11963f9556f9e45ddda17d0085e5f5acba6f2fa0ac

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/Liquidator.sol
SHA3: 0affba7dc21af2968f30f835e00f6bef4bdc68d81e62899b225973006019f8a3

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: 637d2ccabb01a3a6416073b4fc8d76c197db69bbcd58cf063e6893fe439055d6

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorBasicVault.sol
SHA3: d5e2e99aa4316e165206d1e1ddcfc4027cce041d6934d91c297026891292cc81

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorStreamAbstractVault.sol
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SHA3: 3ca6ed6a20be2061eb7b3e2a167be959833bdbb9e0822347deaaa0c4cd88f5bc

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorStreamBasicVault.sol
SHA3: e8b0b10102da7031199eff1864d0407fc15785db49b901d0ece9d01ae5b2d9b1

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorStreamFeeAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: cff8a708fe914fe98dcbbf8398a41aa70be234f1192f39a4624ad0d19d18eb06

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorStreamFeeBasicVault.sol
SHA3: b5bb58857bf73f88bce3800b34262c656300a7858a9d65682eac7099fa9b9450

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidity/AbstractSlippage.sol
SHA3: 3de0b976543dec88ab4d610ff8d506b9cf1f2d219a2e5f9b035ba4ad15c7fc7b

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidity/BasicSlippage.sol
SHA3: 8c9537c552f8be8e8f215e64bd7416051a054678f68578165c7eda2dbb71ab23

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidity/convex/Convex3CrvAbstractVault.sol
SHA3: c21c6f59e27ad67a03e655d4c0640ed669c80dfca3ea9f2b97ace72437ddb1d9

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidity/convex/Convex3CrvBasicVault.sol
SHA3: 0bbc2f0da3f4044580d3e2cf33414e4977a56d1018c83f11c4e9ed8f4036b1b1

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidity/convex/Convex3CrvLiquidatorVault.sol
SHA3: 020a714fc7a43bcbdcd13a24acc16317dadb5f90c223acdc6c8ec03803a2bc5f

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidity/curve/Curve3CrvAbstractMetaVault.sol
SHA3: 597c0769306939945eaad5825d81f159d02114e035b7393ec57e5b839c59f356

File: ./contracts/vault/liquidity/curve/Curve3CrvBasicMetaVault.sol
SHA3: fe9525bdbd4b114c59567b066abea0e46ed655c01a419fc8f3b3599dc53c504f

File: ./contracts/vault/meta/PeriodicAllocationPerfFeeMetaVault.sol
SHA3: a166f1b1aaeec51ef770fb0a3663011aec698bc5b0664c9fb96c9c267cda9736

File: ./contracts/vault/swap/BasicDexSwap.sol
SHA3: 326e110ac356b27503b4ff5010c10305601df0b5381cf31c0c39191ff8d38ba0

File: ./contracts/vault/swap/CowSwapDex.sol
SHA3: 4241d16aa0d17a0caa7049b4cf292a67438df66f9805c7975a79712ee1be49a3

File: ./contracts/vault/swap/OneInchDexSwap.sol
SHA3: 94dcab454d439a9e1f2be82005b92ab3f1f1b1a228a4c61ab2c7257f40fb8c98
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Severity Definitions

Risk Level Description

Critical
Critical vulnerabilities are usually straightforward to
exploit and can lead to assets loss or data
manipulations.

High

High-level vulnerabilities are difficult to exploit;
however, they also have a significant impact on smart
contract execution, e.g., public access to crucial
functions.

Medium
Medium-level vulnerabilities are important to fix;
however, they cannot lead to assets loss or data
manipulations.

Low
Low-level vulnerabilities are mostly related to
outdated, unused, etc. code snippets that cannot have a
significant impact on execution.
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Executive Summary

The score measurement details can be found in the corresponding section of
the scoring methodology.

Documentation quality
The total Documentation Quality score is 10 out of 10.

● Functional requirements are provided.
● Technical description is provided.

Code quality
The total Code Quality score is 8 out of 10.

● The code duplicates some functions instead of reusing them.
● The development environment is configured.

Test coverage
Test coverage of the project is 96%.

● Deployment and basic user interactions are covered with tests.
● Curve library contracts are covered with tests.

Security score
As a result of the audit, the code contains no issues. The security score
is 10 out of 10.

All found issues are displayed in the “Findings” section.

Summary
According to the assessment, the Customer's smart contract has the
following score: 9.5.

Table. The distribution of issues during the audit

Review date Low Medium High Critical

27 September 2022 8 6 3 1

27 October 2022 5 1 2 0

01 November 2022 3 1 1 0

28 November 2022 0 0 0 0
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Checked Items

We have audited the Customers' smart contracts for commonly known and more
specific vulnerabilities. Here are some items considered:

Item Type Description Status

Default
Visibility

SWC-100
SWC-108

Functions and state variables visibility
should be set explicitly. Visibility levels
should be specified consciously.

Passed

Integer
Overflow and
Underflow

SWC-101
If unchecked math is used, all math
operations should be safe from overflows and
underflows.

Not Relevant

Outdated
Compiler
Version

SWC-102
It is recommended to use a recent version of
the Solidity compiler. Passed

Floating Pragma SWC-103
Contracts should be deployed with the same
compiler version and flags that they have
been tested thoroughly.

Passed

Unchecked Call
Return Value SWC-104 The return value of a message call should be

checked. Passed

Access Control
& Authorization CWE-284

Ownership takeover should not be possible.
All crucial functions should be protected.
Users could not affect data that belongs to
other users.

Passed

SELFDESTRUCT
Instruction SWC-106 The contract should not be self-destructible

while it has funds belonging to users. Not Relevant

Check-Effect-
Interaction SWC-107

Check-Effect-Interaction pattern should be
followed if the code performs ANY external
call.

Passed

Assert
Violation SWC-110 Properly functioning code should never reach

a failing assert statement. Not Relevant

Deprecated
Solidity
Functions

SWC-111
Deprecated built-in functions should never
be used. Passed

Delegatecall to
Untrusted
Callee

SWC-112
Delegatecalls should only be allowed to
trusted addresses. Not Relevant

DoS (Denial of
Service)

SWC-113
SWC-128

Execution of the code should never be
blocked by a specific contract state unless
required.

Passed

Race Conditions SWC-114 Race Conditions and Transactions Order
Dependency should not be possible. Passed
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Authorization
through
tx.origin

SWC-115
tx.origin should not be used for
authorization. Not Relevant

Block values as
a proxy for
time

SWC-116
Block numbers should not be used for time
calculations. Passed

Signature
Unique Id

SWC-117
SWC-121
SWC-122
EIP-155

Signed messages should always have a unique
id. A transaction hash should not be used as
a unique id. Chain identifiers should always
be used. All parameters from the signature
should be used in signer recovery

Not Relevant

Shadowing State
Variable SWC-119 State variables should not be shadowed. Passed

Weak Sources of
Randomness SWC-120 Random values should never be generated from

Chain Attributes or be predictable. Not Relevant

Incorrect
Inheritance
Order

SWC-125

When inheriting multiple contracts,
especially if they have identical functions,
a developer should carefully specify
inheritance in the correct order.

Not Relevant

Calls Only to
Trusted
Addresses

EEA-Leve
l-2

SWC-126

All external calls should be performed only
to trusted addresses. Passed

Presence of
unused
variables

SWC-131
The code should not contain unused variables
if this is not justified by design. Passed

EIP standards
violation EIP EIP standards should not be violated. Passed

Assets
integrity Custom Funds are protected and cannot be withdrawn

without proper permissions. Passed

User Balances
manipulation Custom

Contract owners or any other third party
should not be able to access funds belonging
to users.

Passed

Data
Consistency Custom Smart contract data should be consistent all

over the data flow. Passed

Flashloan
Attack Custom

When working with exchange rates, they
should be received from a trusted source and
not be vulnerable to short-term rate changes
that can be achieved by using flash loans.
Oracles should be used.

Passed

Token Supply
manipulation Custom

Tokens can be minted only according to rules
specified in a whitepaper or any other
documentation provided by the customer.

Passed

Gas Limit and
Loops Custom

Transaction execution costs should not
depend dramatically on the amount of data
stored on the contract. There should not be
any cases when execution fails due to the
block Gas limit.

Passed

Style guide
violation Custom Style guides and best practices should be

followed. Passed
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Requirements
Compliance Custom The code should be compliant with the

requirements provided by the Customer. Passed

Environment
Consistency Custom

The project should contain a configured
development environment with a comprehensive
description of how to compile, build and
deploy the code.

Passed

Secure Oracles
Usage Custom

The code should have the ability to pause
specific data feeds that it relies on. This
should be done to protect a contract from
compromised oracles.

Not Relevant

Tests Coverage Custom

The code should be covered with unit tests.
Test coverage should be 100%, with both
negative and positive cases covered. Usage
of contracts by multiple users should be
tested.

Passed

Stable Imports Custom
The code should not reference draft
contracts, that may be changed in the
future.

Passed
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System Overview

mStable is an autonomous and non-custodial DeFi protocol. The system allows
the user to earn rewards by depositing DAI, USDT, and USDC assets. Protocol
vaults contracts are based on EIP-4626. The protocol provides liquidity to
Convex and Curve finance and earns rewards from it. All these processes,
deposit, swap, and collect a reward, are autonomous, so the system charges
the user for performance fees.

The files in the scope:
● Curve3CrvMetapoolCalculatorLibrary.sol - A library calculates Curve

token amounts, including fees for Curve Metapools based on 3Pool. It
is designed to work with 2 tokens with only 18 decimals.

● Curve3CrvMetapoolCalculator.sol - A
Curve3CrvMetapoolCalculatorLibrary wrapper contract.

● Curve3CrvFactoryMetapoolCalculatorLibrary.sol - A library contract
calculates Curve token amounts, including fees for Curve Factory
Metapools based on 3Pool. It is designed to work with 2 tokens with
only 18 decimals.

● Curve3CrvFactoryMetapoolCalculator - A
Curve3CrvFactoryMetapoolCalculatorLibrary wrapper contract.
Curve3PoolCalculatorLibrary.sol - A library calculates Curve token
amounts, including fees for the Curve 3Pool. Working only for these
assets DAI, USDT, USDC.

● Curve3PoolCalculator.sol - An Curve3PoolCalculatorLibrary wrapper
contract.

● Curve3CrvAbstractMetaVault.sol - An abstract ERC-4626 vault contract
with one of DAI/USDC/USDT assets invested in 3Pool, and then
deposited in Meta Vault.

● Curve3CrvBasicMetaVault - An Curve3CrvAbstractMetaVault wrapper
contract.

● Convex3CrvAbstractVault.sol - An abstract ERC-4626 vault contract
with a Curve 3pool (3Crv) asset invested in a Curve metapool,
deposited in a Convex pool, and then staked.

● Convex3CrvBasicVault.sol - A ERC-4626 vault contract that deposits
3Crv in a Curve Metapool, eg musd3Crv, deposits the Metapool lp token
in Convex, and stakes the Convex lp token, eg cvxmusd3Crv.

● Convex3CrvLiquidatorVault.sol - A Convex Vault contract for 3Pool
(3Crv) based Curve Metapools that liquidates CRV and CVX rewards.

● AbstractSlippage.sol - A Slippage configuration contract only
accessed by the governor.

● BasicSlippage.sol – An AbstractSlippage wrapper contract.
● LiquidatorAbstractVault.sol - An abstract contract it has functions

Add reward and Collects reward tokens from underlying platforms.
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● Liquidator.sol - Collects reward tokens from vaults, swaps them, and
donates the purchased token back to the vaults. Supports asynchronous
and synchronous swaps.

● LiquidatorBasicVault.sol - A simple implementation of the
LiquidatorAbstractVault

● LiquidatorStreamAbstractVault.sol - An Abstract ERC-4626 vault
contract that streams increases in the vault's assets per share by
minting and then burning shares over a period of time.

● LiquidatorStreamBasicVault.sol - A simple implementation of the
LiquidatorStreamAbstractVault that streams donated assets.

● LiquidatorStreamFeeAbstractVault.sol - An abstract ERC-4626 vault
contract that streams increases in the vault's assets per share

● LiquidatorStreamFeeBasicVault.sol - A simple implementation of the
LiquidatorStreamFeeAbstractVault that streams donated assets and
charges a donation fee.

● AbstractVault.sol - An abstract ERC-4626 Vault contract.
● BasicVault.sol - A simple implementation of the AbstractVault.
● LightAbstractVault.sol - A minimal abstract implementation of a

ERC-4626 vault.
● AssetPerShareAbstractVault.sol - An abstract ERC-4626 vault contract

that maintains an `assetPerShare` ratio for vault operations
(deposit, mint, withdraw and redeem).

● PeriodicAllocationAbstractVault.sol - An abstract ERC-4626 vault
contract that periodically invests in underlying ERC-4626 vaults of
the same asset.

● PeriodicAllocationBasicVault.sol - An Abstract ERC-4626 vault
contract that invests in underlying ERC-4626 vaults of the same
asset.

● SameAssetUnderlyingsAbstractVault.sol - An Abstract ERC-4626 vault
contract that invests in underlying ERC-4626 vaults of the same
asset.

● SameAssetUnderlyingsBasicVault.sol - ERC-4626 vault contract that
invests in underlying ERC-4626 vaults of the same asset.

● FeeAdminAbstractVault.sol - An abstract ERC-4626 vault contract that
collects fees.

● PerfFeeAbstractVault.sol - An abstract ERC-4626 vault contract that
calculates a performance fee since the last time the performance fee
was charged.

● PerfFeeBasicVault.sol - A simple implementation of the
PerfFeeAbstractVault.

● PeriodicAllocationPerfFeeMetaVault.sol - An EIP-4626 vault contract
that periodically invests 3CRV in the underlying vaults and charges
performance fees.

● BasicDexSwap.sol - Implementation of IDexSwap for testing purposes.
● CowSwapDex.sol - Allows swapping tokens via CowSwap.
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● OneInchDexSwap.sol - Implementation of IDexSwap that uses 1inch API
Aggregation Protocol v4.

● CowSwapSeller.sol - Sets ERC20 tokens allowance and presign CowSwap
orders.

● ImmutableModule.sol - Provides modifiers and internal functions to
check modules and roles in the `Nexus` registry.

● InitializableReentrancyGuard.sol - A contract for preventing
reentrant calls.

● VaultManagerRole.sol - Adds pausable capabilities, `onlyGovernor` can
pause and add a new vault manager.

● AbstractToken.sol - Abstracts an ERC-20 token so different
implementations can be used by implementing contracts.

● InitializableToken.sol - An abstract basic token with name, symbol,
and decimals that is initializable.

● InitializableTokenDetails.sol - An abstract contract. Token name,
symbol, and decimals are initializable.

Privileged roles
● `VaultManager` role is trusted to set min and max parameters to

protect against sandwich attacks. The `VaultManager` can rebalance
underlying vaults but can not change the configuration of a vault.
Basically, the `VaultManager` has to work within the constraints of a
vault's configuration.

● The `Governor` is the only account that can change a vault's
configuration.

● The Liquidator account initializes and cancels a cow swap order.
● The Keeper account can initialize, cancel the cow swap order, and

rescue the ERC-20 token from the contract. Swap the collected rewards
for desired assets. Set exchange rates.

Risks
● Key logic used in swaps and calculations highly depends on the

functions in the interfaces. The implementations of these functions
are not included in the audit scope. A malicious implementation of
these functions can lead to problems. In addition to that, any
consequences of the unprovided implementation are hard to predict.

● The repository contains contracts that are out of the audit scope.
The secureness of such contracts could not be guaranteed.

● Malicious Keeper can manipulate the contract.
● ERC20 tokens being used in competitions should adopt standard ERC20

implementations. Any implementation with a fallback logic can lead to
unexpected behavior during token transfers, such as reverts. This can
lead to potential Denial-of-Service vulnerabilities.

● The project lacks Gas limit checks in loops. These can lead to
out-of-Gas exceptions.
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● It is possible to add duplicate vault and reward information to the
liquidation vaults.

● The PeriodicAllocationAbstractVault.sol contract allows zero-valued
transactions.

● The functions do not the zero address validation. This can cause
unwanted external calls to the 0x00.

● The CowSwapDex contract owner can withdraw all the funds from the
contract without notifying the users.
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Findings

Critical

1. Requirements Violation

Contract implements the initializer contract but not using the
initializer modifier. The initialize function can be called multiple
times.

The code should not violate the requirements provided by the
Customer.

Path: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/Liquidator.sol : initialize()

Recommendation: Add initialize modifier.

Status: Fixed (Revised commit:
f3e5b18ad894e9639f1eeec5304efa6ff73e84e0)

High

1. Invalid Calculations

It is possible to perform mathematical operations between the
different units of the same type of variables, such as time units. In
this scenario, block.timestamp > stream.end When the _streamRewards()
function executed stream.last variable will be updated as stream.last
= block.timestamp.

After that update if any functions try to call totalSupply() function
will be revert because stream.last = block timestamp is assigned in
the _streamRewards() function.

In the totalSupply() function, if block.timestamp > stream.end
function will try to do this calculation stream.end - stream.last but
since stream.last is bigger, the process will be reverted because of
the arithmetic operation underflow.

This may lead to calculation errors which may lead to imbalances or
even funds locks.

Path: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorStreamAbstractVault.sol
: _streamRewards(), totalSupply()

Recommendation: Add stream.last > stream.end check before the
calculation.

Status: Fixed (Revised commit:
f3e5b18ad894e9639f1eeec5304efa6ff73e84e0)

2. Highly Permissive Role Access

The contract owner can withdraw all the funds from the contract. This
withdrawal can be done anytime without informing the users, leading
to sudden balance changes.
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This can lead to sudden depletion in the contract.

Path: ./contracts/vault/swap/CowSwapDex.sol: rescueToken()

Recommendation: Remove this functionality or inform users in public
documentation.

Status: Mitigated. The Customer states, in an earlier version of the
CowSwapDex tokens stuck in the contract. The function implementation
is made for such a situation.

3. Requirements Violation

The _chargePerformanceFeeHelper function is used by the Meta Vault to
periodically charge a performance fee.

The performance fee is calculated by looking that the increase in
assets per shares since the last time a performance fee was charged,
and issuing vault shares.

This dilutes the assets per shares of the existing vault
shareholders.

Paths:
./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorStreamFeeAbstractVault.sol:
_beforeStreamShare()

./contracts/vault/liquidator/PerfFeeAbstractVault.sol:
_changePerformanceFeeHelper()

Recommendation: Add information about the performance fees to public
documentation.

Status: Fixed (Related link:
https://developers.mstable.org/meta-vaults/usdc-3pool-convex-meta-vau
lt/meta-vault-of-convex-3crv-vaults#chargeperformancefee)

Medium

1. Missing Checks

If not enough assets are found with the _sourceAssets function, all
available resources are sent to the recipient address. The available
resources sent may be less than the recipient deserves.

This may lead the receiver to receive fewer funds than the receiver
deserves.

Path: ./contracts/vault/allocate/PeriodicAllocationAbstractVault.sol:
_redeem()

Recommendation: Prevent sending funds in case the available asset
amount is lower than the required asset amount.

Status: Fixed (Revised commit:
f3e5b18ad894e9639f1eeec5304efa6ff73e84e0)
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2. Invalid Calculations

The _changePerformanceFee() function calculates a current value for
the performance fee. In doing so, it mints new shares based on the
calculations. However, the function never updates the asset per share
amount after this mint.

This will lead to the asset per share ratio being wrongly accounted
for in the conversions, and processed fee amounts will be wrong.

Path: ./contracts/vault/allocate/PerfFeeAbstractVault.sol:
_changePerformanceFee()

Recommendation: Update the asset per share amount for the performance
fees after minting new performance fee shares.

Status: Fixed (Revised commit:
ff53f7c8e12898b8cb6a405b14bf885c8bef16e7)

3. Unoptimized Loop Usage

In the CowswapSeller.sol contract, the _initiateCowSwapOrder() and
_cancelSwapOrder() functions take user-supplied arrays as parameters
and perform external calls while iterating over them.

In the SameAssetUnderlyingAbstractVault.sol contract, the rebalance()
and _initialize() functions take user-supplied arrays as parameters
and perform external calls while iterating over them.

In the PeriodicAllocationAbstractVault.sol contract, the settle()
function takes user-supplied arrays as parameters and iterates over
them.

In the Liquidator.sol contract, the donateTokens() and
collectRewards() functions take user-supplied arrays as parameters
and perform external calls while iterating over them.

In the LiquidatorAbstractVault.sol contract, the _addRewards()
function takes user-supplied arrays as parameters and performs
external calls while iterating over them.

In the BasicDexSwap.sol contract, the initialize() function takes
user-supplied arrays as parameters and iterates over them.

In the CowSwapDex.sol contract, the intiateSwap() function takes
user-supplied arrays as parameters and performs external calls while
iterating over them.

This can lead to out-of-Gas exceptions.

Paths: ./contracts/peripheral/CowSwap/CowSwapSeller.sol:
_initiateCowSwapOrder(),  _cancelSwapOrder()

./contracts/vault/allocation/SameAssetUnderlyingAbstractVault.s
ol: _initialize(), rebalance()

./contracts/vault/allocate/PeriodicAllocationAbstractVault:
settle()
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./contracts/vault/liquidator/Liquidator.sol : donateTokens(),
collectRewards()

./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorAbstractVault.sol:_addRe
wards()

./contracts/vault/liquidity/swap/BasicDexSwap.sol: initialize()

./contracts/vault/liquidity/swap/CowSwapDex.sol: intiateSwap()

Recommendation:  Implement array length limitations.

Status: Mitigated. The Customer states these as Gas optimizations. A
risk is added regarding possible unintended behavior.

4. Unfinished Code

The provided code should be implemented in the full logic of the
project. Since any missing parts, TODOs, or drafts can change in
time, the robustness of the audit cannot be guaranteed.

Paths: ./contracts/peripheral/Curve/Curve3PoolCalculatorLibrary.sol

./contracts/vault/swap/Convex3CrvLiquidatorVault.sol

./contracts/vault/swap/Curve3CrvAbstractMetaVault.sol

Recommendation: Complete the code to meet all the requirements and
delete the TODO comments.

Status: Fixed (Revised commit:
f3e5b18ad894e9639f1eeec5304efa6ff73e84e0). The TODO comment in is
Curve3CrvAbstractMetaVault.sol contract is not implemented; it is
deleted.

5. Unchecked Return Value

The withdraw function used in the rebalance() function of the
SameAssetUnderlyingAbstractVault.sol contract does not take its
return value into consideration.

The withdraw function used in the _sourceAssets() function of the
PeriodicAllocationAbstractVault.sol contract does not take its return
value into consideration.

The redeem function used in the liquidateVault() function of the
Curve3CrvAbstractMetaVault.sol contract does not take its return
value into consideration.

This means the contract will continue its execution even if there is
an erroneous situation.

Paths:
./contracts/vault/allocation/SameAssetUnderlyingAbstractVault.sol:reb
alance()

/contracts/vault/allocate/PeriodicAllocationAbstractVault.sol:
_sourceAssets()
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./contracts/vault/swap/Curve3CrvAbstractMetaVault.sol:
liquidateVault()

Recommendation: Implement return value checks for the functions.

Status: Mitigated. All of the functions call the same function
inside, which has an allowance check and SafeTransfer call. Thus,
there is no need to check for the return value, it will burn extra
Gas in this case.

6. Check-Effect-Interaction Pattern Violation

The transferAndMint() function of the AbstractVault.sol contract,
donateTokens() of the Liquidator.sol, donate() function of the
LiquidatorStreamAbstarctVault.sol, deposit() and _mint() functions of
the Convex3CrvAbstractVault.sol contract, _depositInternal() function
of the Curve3CrvAbstractMetaVault.sol contract change state variables
after external calls.

This can lead to reentrancies, race conditions, or Denial-of-Service
vulnerabilities.

Paths: ./contracts/vault/AbstractVault.sol: _transferAndMint(),
_mint()

./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorStreamAbstarctVault.sol:
donate()
./contracts/vault/liquidity/convex/Convex3CrvAbstractVault.sol:
deposit(), _mint()

./contracts/vault/swap/Curve3CrvAbstractMetaVault.sol:
_depositInternal

Recommendation: Implement function according to the
Checks-Effects-Interactions pattern or use ReentrancyGuards.

Status: Mitigated. The contract interacts with the stable coins.

7. Mapping Manipulation

The collectRewards() function is accessible to everyone. In this
scenario, the malicious user can deploy a fake vault and ERC-20
contract and give a malicious vault address as a function input
parameter since the liquidator collectRewards() function does
operations according to return values from the vault.collectRewards()
function. vault.collectRewards() will return parameters manipulated
by a malicious user. The malicious user can add fake values to pair
mapping by returning a fake ERC20 reward token address from the
vault.collectRewards() function.

This can lead to mapping manipulation.

Path: .contracts/vault/liquidator/Liquidator.sol : collectRewards()

Recommendation: Check the vault address before performing operations.

Status: Fixed (Revised commit:
f3e5b18ad894e9639f1eeec5304efa6ff73e84e0)
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Low

1. Duplicate Array Items

It is possible to add the same addresses to the list again.

This may lead to unnecessary Gas consumption.

Paths: ./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorAbstractVault.sol :
_addRewards(),
./contracts/vault/allocate/SameAssetUnderlyingsAbstractVault.sol :
_addVault()

Recommendation: Addresses added to the list are given an allowance.
Allowance can be checked before pushing the address to the list. For
example (IERC20(newReward).allowance(address(this), liquidator) !=
type(uint256).max);

Status: Mitigated. The Customer states these as Gas optimizations. A
risk is added regarding possible unintended behavior.

2. Zero Valued Transactions

The function withdraw and redeem can execute a zero-valued
transaction.

This may lead to a transaction with zero value being sent.

Path: ./contracts/vault/allocate/PeriodicAllocationAbstractVault.sol
: withdraw(), redeem()

Recommendation: Implement conditional checks for the zero-valued
transaction.

Status: Mitigated. The Customer states these as Gas optimizations. A
risk is added regarding possible unintended behavior.

3. Misleading Contract Tag

The contract is tagged as abstract but inside the Interfaces folder.
The contract tag should represent the contract logic and should not
mislead it.

Path: ./contracts/interfaces/IERC20WithCheckpointing.sol:

Recommendation: Change the tag as Interface.

Status: Fixed (Revised commit:
f3e5b18ad894e9639f1eeec5304efa6ff73e84e0)

4. Misleading Contract Name

AggregationRouterV4 is an Interface contract. The contract name
should represent the contract logic and should not mislead it.

Path: ./contracts/interfaces/AggregationRouterV4.sol:

Recommendation: Rename the AggregationRouterV4 contract as
IAggregationRouterV4.
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Status: Fixed (Revised commit:
f3e5b18ad894e9639f1eeec5304efa6ff73e84e0)

5. Unused Imports

VaultManagerRole imported the Pausable contract but did not implement
the imported functions. Even after the contract pauses, the governor
can still set a new vaultManager, or the vaultManager can still
access functions. In this situation, pausing the contract does not
affect anything.

This may increase the contract size.

Path: ./contracts/shared/VaultManagerRole.sol

Recommendation: Remove the pausable contract from imports or use the
pausable feature for important functions.

Status: Fixed (Revised commit:
f3e5b18ad894e9639f1eeec5304efa6ff73e84e0)

6. Missing Events

The contract does not emit any events after changing important
values.

This may lead to difficult gather information by the front-end.

Path: ./contracts/vault/allocate/PeriodicAllocationAbstractVault.sol:
setSingleVaultSharesThreshold(), setSingleSourceVaultIndex(),
setAssetPerShareUpdateThreshold()

Recommendation: Implement event emits after changing contract values.

Status: Fixed (Revised commit:
f3e5b18ad894e9639f1eeec5304efa6ff73e84e0)

7. Redundant Function

The calcWithdraw function uses nearly the same steps as the
caclDeposit function. In order to decrease contract size
caclDeposit() function can be called, and the results of it can be
adjusted accordingly.

Path:
./contracts/peripheral/Curve/Curve3CrvMetapoolCalculatorLibrary.sol:c
alcWithdraw()

Recommendation: calcDeposit() function can be called, and the results
of it can be adjusted accordingly.

Status: Mitigated. The Customer states these as Gas optimizations. A
risk is added regarding possible unintended behavior.

8. Missing Zero Address Validation

Address parameters are being used without checking against the
possibility of 0x0. This can lead to unwanted external calls to 0x0.
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Paths:./contracts/peripheral/Curve/Curve3CrvFactoryMetapoolCalculator
.sol:constructor()

./contracts/peripheral/Curve/Curve3CrvMetapoolCalculator.sol:co
nstructor()

.contracts/peripheral/CowSwap/CowSwapSeller.sol: constructor()

.contracts/shared/VaultManagerRole.sol: _initializer(),
isVaultManager()

./contracts/vault/BasicVault.sol: initialize()

./contracts/vault/fee/FeeAdminAbstarctVault.sol: _initialize(),
setFeeReceiver()

./contracts/vault/fee/PerfFeeBasicVault.sol: _initialize()

./contracts/vault/liquidator/Liquidator.sol: setSyncSwapper(),
setAysncSwapper(), _setAsyncSwapper()

./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorAbstractVault.sol:
donateToken()

./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorBasicVault.sol:
initialize()

./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorStreamBasicVault.sol:
constructor()

./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorStreamFeeAbstractVault.s
ol: _initilize(), setFeeReceiver()

./contracts/vault/liquidator/LiquidatorStreamFeeBasicVault.sol:
constructor()

./contracts/vault/liquidity/BasicSlippage.sol: constructor(),
initialize()

./contracts/vault/liquidity/convex/Convex3CrvAbstractVault.sol:
constructor()

./contracts/vault/liquidity/convex/Convex3CrvAbstractVault.sol:
constructor()

./contracts/vault/liquidity/convex/Convex3CrvLiquidatorAbstract
Vault.sol: constructor(), initialize()

./contracts/vault/liquidity/swap/BasicDexSwap.sol:
constructor()

./contracts/vault/liquidity/swap/CowSwapDex.sol: constructor()

./contracts/vault/liquidity/swap/OneInchDexSwap.sol:
constructor()

./contracts/vault/liquidity/meta/PeriodicAllocationPerfFeeMetaV
ault:constructor()

Recommendation: Implement zero address checks.
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Status: Mitigated. The Customer states these as Gas optimizations. A
risk is added regarding possible unintended behavior.
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Disclaimers

Hacken Disclaimer

The smart contracts given for audit have been analyzed by the best industry
practices at the date of this report, with cybersecurity vulnerabilities
and issues in smart contract source code, the details of which are
disclosed in this report (Source Code); the Source Code compilation,
deployment, and functionality (performing the intended functions).

The report contains no statements or warranties on the identification of
all vulnerabilities and security of the code. The report covers the code
submitted to and reviewed, so it may not be relevant after any
modifications. Do not consider this report as a final and sufficient
assessment regarding the utility and safety of the code, bug-free status,
or any other contract statements.

While we have done our best in conducting the analysis and producing this
report, it is important to note that you should not rely on this report
only — we recommend proceeding with several independent audits and a public
bug bounty program to ensure the security of smart contracts.

English is the original language of the report. The Consultant is not
responsible for the correctness of the translated versions.

Technical Disclaimer

Smart contracts are deployed and executed on a blockchain platform. The
platform, its programming language, and other software related to the smart
contract can have vulnerabilities that can lead to hacks. Thus, Consultant
cannot guarantee the explicit security of the audited smart contracts.
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